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Chippenham gets a voice
Plans are well advanced to set up a Chippenham Rail Users Group following a successful inaugural
meeting in September.
As well as a drop in session in the
early evening when visitors could
ask questions in an informal setting
the
main
meeting
saw
presentations from the TransWilts
Community
Rail
Partnership,
Wiltshire Council and GWR.
The proposed redevelopment by
the south side of the station was
discussed with the latest plans on
display.
Other issues raised
included more trains westwards to
Bath and Bristol in the morning, a later train back from Bristol in the evenings and an increase in
frequency on Sunday mornings. The meeting also heard that plans were in place to install ticket
gates by the end of the year to improve security and reduce fare evasion.
Support was sufficient for a follow up meeting to be organised for Thursday 9th November at the
Central Methodist Church Hall in Chippenham. The meeting will start at 7pm. A committee will be
formed and it is also hoped a representative from GWR will be there.
Cancellation woes continue
The weekend service, in particular, on the TransWilts has continued to suffer with cancellations
throughout the late summer and early autumn. The CRP has been in regular contact with GWR and
monitored the number of trains which have failed to run. The majority of cancellations have been
due to a shortage of staff.
In a message to the TransWilts GWR MD Mark Hopwood said “While it is of cold comfort to our
customers and no real help to you I regret that the issue with weekend cancellations due to driver
shortages is widespread and affecting all our routes. We have currently an intense driver training
programme in progress preparing for the turbo cascade, the new 387 and new IET trains. This is
impacting our availability of drivers and also on their choices for additional overtime work. You will
know that Sunday working for drivers is not part of their working week. This is common across the
UK rail industry. We are talking to trade unions now about how we go forward. In the meantime this
is a particularly difficult issue for us to overcome, but we are working closely with our crews to do
better and I hope you will see that.”

New trains make their debut
GWR launched their new Intercity Trains (IETs) on the
16th October. Initially running between London, Bristol
and South Wales the trains will increase capacity and see
the first of the 40 year old High Speed trains retired. The
trains are capable of running on either overhead electric
power or on board diesel engines. They can switch
between the two modes while on the move and during
their first weeks in service will be doing so in the
Maidenhead area. Work over the Christmas period will
extend the electric operation to Didcot Parkway. This will
also allow the new Electrostar trains, which currently operate from London to Maidenhead to
continue to South Oxfordshire. This will then release more of
the diesel Turbo trains to head west.
Work is planned at Melksham station to extend the platform so
the Turbo trains can call there so in the short term two car class
150 trains will be used from January. As well as most providing
on board wifi and better on board comfort, the trains will
provide a welcome increase in capacity especially for the 17:36
from Swindon which regularly carries more than 100 people on
a one coach train with 72 seats!

Sunday surprise
Following the article in the last newsletter concerning Sunday morning services there was a surprise,
and very welcome, late amendment to the timetable. The first train from Westbury will now run to,
and return from, Chippenham instead of terminating at Melksham. This will provide an earlier
connection eastwards for those who work in Swindon or looking to go out for the day. From
December the train will go to Swindon as previously announced.

Membership
A reminder most Friends’ Memberships are expired at the end of October. Those who have not
completed standing order mandates will receive renewal reminders in early November. At just £5 for
an individual membership we very much hope you will sign up for another year and follow our
progress. With increased capacity on the TransWilts line and new trains on the mainline it promises
to be an exciting 12 months.
SWR consults on trains south of Westbury
South Western Railway are holding a consultation about their 2019 timetable, and early discussions
are underway between our TravelWatch SouthWest representative and Great Western Railway
about the GWR changes that will be needed in 2019 as schedules change to ensure that the local
and regional trains connect well with the new long distance Intercity
Express Trains. Services between Westbury and Salisbury, with
intermediate stations at Dilton Marsh and Warminster, are run by both
SWR and GWR but they are limited in how much they can co-ordinate
due to Competition and Merger Authority rules. No such limitation on Community Rail Partnerships,
so the TransWilts CPR (designated Swindon to Westbury) and the Three Rivers CRP (Salisbury via
Southampton and Eastleigh to Romsey) are co-ordinating and looking at what an overall line
timetable might look like for inputs to the two processes.
A TransWilts representative will be speaking at the BA13 Community Area Partnership public
meeting on Thursday 16th November 2017 at 7pm at Leighton Recreation Centre, Wellhead Lane,
Westbury BA13 3PT, and the Community Rail Officers of TransWilts and Three Rivers will be
meeting to review the overall look of the 2019 timetable as known so far at The Old Bell in Warminster
at 18:30 on Monday 20th November. TransWilts members (and indeed others interested) very
welcome to come along and join in.
Please inform our Community Rail Officer (via
grahamellis@transwilts.org) if you’ll be coming along so that we have some idea of how much
company we’ll have.
Santa getting ready
Santa Claus will be on the train from Melksham at 14:50 on Sunday 17th December, travelling to
Swindon with presents for the children - train due back into Melksham at 15:54. Prebookings only
please (Santa needs to know who’s coming along so that he has suitable presents) - run by the
Melksham Rail User Group (a 20 year tradition!), cost £10 per
adult and £5 per child to include present, train journey, minced
pie and soft drink. We will give adults an upgrade to a glass
of wine (free of charge). Thanks to our chair for the gift of wine.
Any profit to Melksham Rail User Group funds, used in helping
to promote the service within the local communities. Booking
at the Melksham TIC - 01225 707424 from 9th November
2017. Note - the train is shared with a public service. Due
to a significant rise in passenger numbers, ticket sales to see
Santa will be limited this year - it’s “First come, First Served”.
By next year we will have an additional carriage and we can
step up numbers again. Volunteer adult elves are welcome
at Melksham Town Hall at 19:30 on the evening of Friday 15th December to help wrap the presents
for Santa. Please do come along for a chat / update on public transport in the Melksham Area, too.
January Timetable changes
As from 2nd January, the 15:12 from Swindon to Westbury will be retimed to leave Swindon at 15:18.
This will allow a later connection from London and a much more robust connection off the train at
15:00 from Bristol, changing at Chippenham for Melksham. The train will continue to arrive in
Trowbridge and Westbury ahead of the Cardiff to Portsmouth trains, so connections to Warminster,
Salisbury, Romsey and Southampton will be maintained. Thank you to GWR and Network Rail for
facilitating the maintenance of all the connections as the request of TransWilts; readers may have
seen early proposals which improved some connections at the expense of breaking others.

TransWilts acts to improve Melksham bus services
Melksham’s town bus services are being
retendered by Wiltshire Council. Services
14 and 15 have been running under the
current contract for seven years, and the
retender is required. Bidders are being
asked to price an “as is” option, a reduced
cost option (single vehicle) and a
community option developed and
supported by our team, which was widely
discussed at public meetings in the spring
and is documented at http://mbug.org.uk .
The community option takes advantage of
new markets, such as increased rail
passengers, a new road that makes
routing the bus past Bowerhill businesses
possible, and the new rugby and football
grounds on the outskirts of the town. The
extra time needed to cover these extra markets is achieved by removing some duplication with
commercial service 272, and by rescheduling driver breaks to times when there are very few
passengers. Great care has been taken by the TransWilts and MBUG team to ensure that existing
passengers are catered for, based on the saying that “A bird in hand is worth six in the bush”.
The Community Timetable provides for three routes
* number 14 based on the current no. 14, serving Melksham Forest, Queensway, the medical
centres, the town and supermarkets with some services extended to or from the station when a rail
connection is made.
* number 15 based on the current no. 15, serving the Station, Supermarkets, Town Centre,
Berryfield, Bowerhill Industry, Spa Medical Centre, Oakfields Rugby and Football, and the Eastern
Residential area
* number 16; a new number for services on the old part of route 14, taking in Addison Road, Portman
Road and Avon Road. Service 16 will run as an extension of other services via the station, calling
there on its way out of town to drop off rail passengers, and again on its way back in to collect new
arrivals.
Services are all circular. Both 14 and 15 will both feature clockwise and anticlockwise journeys to
ensure that the journeys are short for as many passengers as possible.
The first services of the day will connect with morning peak trains calling at Melksham Station, with
the final buses collecting off the 18:03 train arrival and dropping off for the 18:47 departure.
Saturday services to the station will also be provided, though less in number as the Saturday town
bus uses a single vehicle. Again, connections have been carefully specified Many bus journeys are
timed to leave the station just after the train arrives, but the contracts specify that buses should wait
up to 5 minutes should the train be delayed
Should the community option be chosen for the next bus contract, forecasts show considerable extra
bus use (so fare box revenue) would result, at times of day when the bus is currently quiet. With
buses calling at the station, TransWilts can pull in volunteers to help promote the integrate service,
and seed funding for year 1 of around £15,000 (TransWIlts, MRUG, DCRDF matching) These
funding streams (none of which is the local taxpayer!) require a significant rail element, so will not
be available if “as is” or “reduced” options are selected by the council after bids have been received.
TransWilts has an established track record in promoting public transport use (on the trains); that
record continues with excellent initial figures for the new all year early Sunday morning train We look
forward, hopefully, to working with the selected bus operator and Wiltshire Council to make this
Melksham Town bus a very effective growth business for the benefit of everyone.

This year so far – Chairman Paul Johnson reflects
As we come towards the end of this year we are able to look back on a year with significant progress
with challenges. At last the electrification cascade is providing the 2-car capacity we need to relieve
our overcrowded 1-car trains effective from the 2nd January 2018 timetable. The management of the
electrification has put severe strain on GWR services and we like others in the region have suffered
a series of cancellations, with the last four months at an all time high. GWR are wisely reluctant to
introduce any new services until the hiatus has passed and the IEP programme has settled down.
In consequence the introduction of new TransWilts services, such as an extra evening service, have
gone onto the back burner.
Our successful application for a GWR CCIF grant award of £60,000 has enabled us to commission
a Melksham Station master plan study by Atkins with Wiltshire Council support. We received a
generous £10,000 match funding shared between the Melksham Area Board, Melksham Town
Council and from Melksham Without, which was essential support to our CCIF application. We
expect the phase one study output in November. Melksham Rail User Group (MRUG) volunteers
carried out a three day train survey in support of the study with an equivalent hours value of £1,064.
The survey output will inform our priorities for Melksham station. MRUG have deservedly won the
RailFuture national award for ‘Best Campaign’ recognising their Save The Train campaign and the
ten fold growth of Melksham station passengers since 2013.
Building on the Melksham success we are nurturing a new Chippenham Rail User Group.
Chippenham has 1.8 million passenger journeys a year but has not previously had any
representation for its rail passengers or consideration of the station’s gateway role for the
Chippenham community.
TransWilts are very fortunate in having a strong team with a mix of complementary talents and
experience. It is generally recognized nationally that we punch well above our weight (no santa
comments please -Editor). Peter Blackburn was a worthy finalist this year in the ACoRP awards.
Our web site home page has been updated and a Scenic Rail link added to support a national ACoRP
Community Rail leisure visitors initiative.

The DfT consultation on the next
western region franchise gave us an
opportunity to prepare a 10 year plan
including a case for extending
TransWilts services beyond Swindon
to Oxford. This is in addition to our 5
year ambition for the service to be
extended south to Southampton
Airport. This southern extension case
is making progress as part of the Wilton
Parkway station campaign. We
received a big boost in March when the
Rail Minister Paul Maynard rode on a
two-car demonstration GWR service to
Salisbury which included a dummy stop at the proposed Wilton Parkway station site.
This year has seen South Western Railway include support for Wilton Parkway in their franchise
winning bid and saw Wiltshire Council appoint Atkins to carry out a study into the Salisbury transport
plan and options for Wilton Parkway. The initial study results are due in December and in
consequence a service for a target 2020/2021 new station opening is now much closer. The
proposed service will also include a much improved and regular service for Dilton Marsh.
Graham Ellis and his team have come up with several “innovative tweaks” to the TransWilts timetable
and continue to proactively engage with GWR. A huge amount of background effort goes into our
cases to GWR for improvements, - thanks to our team of volunteers and supporters with rail industry
expertise that help us develop sensible proposals.
It has already been a year of considerable progress – and it’s not over yet.
Melksham Rail User Group wins campaign award
Congratulations to the Melksham Rail User Group on winning the
"Best Campaign" award at the RailFuture annual national
conference at Leicester on 4th November. In front of a packed
house at The Curve theatre, the Melksham group took the top prize
with lesser awards going to groups from as far afield as Devon, the
London Suburbs and the far north of Scotland.
Passenger journey numbers have risen from 3,000 to 60,000 over
the 20 years of Peter Blackburn's chairmanship of the group. "And
we expect numbers to reach a quarter of a million journeys in the
future" says Peter "with trains now running all day, every day except
Christmas Day and Boxing Day". The service runs up to nine times
a day, taking ten minutes to Chippenham and less than half an hour
to Swindon. The day return fare is £9.60 if you leave on the 07:20
or 07:49 train on Monday to Friday (peak) or £7.10 starting on any
other train.

